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SOUNDS LIKE TEAM

SPIRit
The 2008 Collegiate
Nationals at Wave House
San Diego.

By Will Griffith

Spring Break Rituals

Easter 1935: The Colgate College men’s swimming team travels to
sunny Fort Lauderdale, Florida to gain an edge on the competition
who are still stuck in the snow. The girls notice and the Spring Break
rituals begin. Over the next 70+ years, college kids would compete
at everything from swallowing live goldfish to stuffing themselves into
telephone booths. By the end of the century, TV networks provided
coverage of the current spring rites of passage: teenie bikinis and
billons of brain cells lost in a drunken orgy of music, mayhem and bad
behavior for all the world to see. College admissions soared.
In the 21st Century, more college kids embrace the healthy, active
lifestyle but still need an outlet for their youthful exuberance. CBS

surf and carbs and volleyball. oh and rock and
roll. the 2008 collegiate nationals rocked the
wave house for three nights and three days of
competitive volleyball, competitive eating, a battle
of the bands and a big-time showdown on the
bruticus maximus. this is from saturday night, as
the band saosin gives the bruticus A BREATHER
 // flowboarding magazine
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(TOP) CHRIS NEUBAUER SPINNING AND WINNING.

(BELOW LEFT) “WHERE’D YOU GET THAT JACKET???!!!”

TYLER MCINTYRE SPELLS HIS NAME FOR CBS COLLEGE

SPORTS’ JENN BROWN. (BELOW MIDDLE) JEFF RANTA ADDS

SOME HUMIDITY TO THE HEAT WITH A HUGE GOUGE (BELOW
RIGHT) RUB A DUB DUB, THREE OUT OF FOUR FINALISTS IN

THE TUB. FROM LEFT: TREVOR KELLY (MESA), WILL FLETCHER
(USD), BRIAN CRECELY (USD) AND TYLER MCINTYRE (MESA)

Sports recognized the entertainment value of the next generation of
Spring Break competition and invested in extensive coverage of the
2008 Collegiate Nationals: nine events in four sporting strongholds in
the western U.S.
CBS host and Olympic freeskier Jonny Moseley kicked off the
series on familiar turf, ah, snow, in Keystone, Colorado on March 28-29
with the snowboarding and freeskiing events going off in the kind of
extreme conditions west coasters have enjoyed all season. The local
Colorado kids ruled the K51 terrain park. Then it was off to Reno on
April 10-12 for Boxing and Weightlifting where Army finally won the
team boxing title it so badly deserved. The last stop was Boulder,
Colorado on May 16-18 for Wakeboarding and Ultimate Frisbee.
But Spring Break has always been about the beach. The main
event moved to Wave House San Diego where hundreds of coeds
flooded in like a party tsunami to compete in competitive eating, beach
volleyball and flowboarding.

Too Much of a Good Thing?

Anyone who’s spent any time around college kids knows there is never
enough to eat. Well, “Iron” Pete Czerwinski representing McMaster
College took out a field of seven seriously hungry competitors in seven
minutes, eating about seven gazillion calories of Wave House burgers,
fries and hotdogs. To practice for the Wave House eating finals the
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22-year-old engineering Grad student and competitive bodybuilder
Czerwinski powered a 106-ounce steak in 30 minutes, and 18 peeled
bananas in two minutes. After his big win, but even before the Wave
House cuties could hand over his $1000 check, Pete was already
asking for a drink, and yes, dessert.

Cash Is King, but Mesa Rocks!

Anyone that follows college sports knows USC and San Diego State,
and this year even USD’s Toreros received national attention with
their winning basketball season. But at the 2008 Collegiate Nationals
flowboarding event, it was Mesa College that stole the show. Seven
schools competed in a unique format that allowed each team to
compete together and show off the best they had. A well-rounded team
was the key to Mesa’s strategy, as any good run racked up the points.
Then in the quarters and semis it was the best from each team until
only six competitors were left.
Inspired by the level of competition, Wave House threw down
over $2000 in cash prior to the finals. The MC’s announced the cash
prizes and the crowd went nuts! The six finalists went over the top
trying out new tricks for their last runs. Tyler McIntyre did huge whirlies,
Trevor Kelly busted out his first ever fakie backflip and Andy Gold
pulled some huge airs. Jeff Ranta did the biggest carve of the night and
some nice inverted 180s after hucking too far off the lip into the flats

(TOP) TYLER MCINTYRE TAKING MESA COLLEGE
TO NEW HEIGHTS IN THE FLOWBOARDING
FINALS. (BELOW LEFT) CHEERLEADERS FOR
THE COMPETITIVE EATING FINALS. (BELOW
MIDDLE) THEY ARE THE CHAMPIONS. TEAM
MESA COLLEGE. FROM LEFT: JUSTIN WELFELD,
KRISTIN BARNEY, ELENA MERINO, TREVOR
KELLY, STEVE BROWN, ANDY GOLD, AARON
CORN AND TYLER MCINTYRE. (BELOW RIGHT)
BRIAN CRECELY GAUGES HIS GOUGE

SPIRit
and almost ending his night. Brian Crecely did a rapid-fire succession
of highly technical tricks that wowed the judges, and pulled a front
flip on his first-ever attempt. But in the end it was Point Loma’s Chris
Neubauer who had the poise and confidence to put together the most
complete runs. Chris became a fixture at Wave House and even built
a half-pipe in his living room to get ready for the event. Climbing out
of the competitors’ hot tub with a huge smile and steely-eyed look of
confidence, Chris proceeded to destroy the 10’ FlowBarrel® with a
720 air, three inverted 540s, a rail slide and two switch airs. With his
family watching on, the judges were ready to silence the crowd for
unsportsmanlike conduct until they understood that it wasn’t “boos”,
but “Newwwb!” “Newwwb!” “Newwwb!” they were chanting. Chris even
pulled a strapless 360 air that blew the judges and the crowd away. Not
even the Battle of the Bands final featuring A Brief Smile and Mumpsy
could overcome the deafening roar of the Point Loma spirit squad.
To see all of the Collegiate Nationals action on CBS and CBS College
Sports Network starting on May 15th, check out
www.thecollegiatenationals.com for local station broadcast times.
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Results

2OO8 COLLEGIATE
NATIONALS FLOWBOARDING
1. Chris Neubauer, Point Loma
2. Brian Crecely, San Diego State
3. Jeff Ranta, San Diego State
4. Andy Gold, Mesa College
5. Trevor Kelly, Mesa College
6. Tyler McIntyre, Mesa College

TEAMS
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Mesa College
San Diego State University
Point Loma Nazarene University
University of San Diego
University of Southern California
University of California Santa Barbara

FLOW TEAM
submit your own rider profile today at wavetheplanet.com

team Wave House® hits the big time

Wave House® Team on the
FlowRider® at Wave House®
San Diego. From left: Jamie
Lovett, Derek Zemen, Tyler
McIntyre, Greg Lazarus,
Kristen Barney, Andy Gold.
Portrait: Fred Pompermayer.

Trained on the FlowRider® and forged in the flowing steel of the FlowBarrel®, the
members of Team Wave House® are six of the best flowboarders in the world. They come
from as near as San Diego and as far as South Africa, and they bring skills from surfing,
snowboarding, skateboarding, skimboarding and wakeboarding to the continuing evolution
of flowboarding. Wave House® San Diego is their local spot, and they will be putting on
demos there, around the country and around the world for 2008.
12 // flowboarding magazine

Tyler McIntyre
PURPLE RAIN, PURPLE REIGN. TYLER MCINTYRE MOOSING A TURN ON THE BRUTICUS,
AND COLLECTING MEMORIES FROM THE INSIDE OUT. PHOTOS: FRED POMPERMAYER.

NICKNAME: T-Mac STANCE: Goofy or Mondo YEARS RIDING: Four—three on the Barrel
BACKGROUND SPORT: Snowboard, skateboard, with a side of surf STRENGTHS: My
body WEAKNESSES: My body SPONSORS: Wave Loch®, Sun Diego, Cactus Cooler
BEST RESULT: First in the Men’s Expert Standup Division at the 2006 Wave House® National
Championship (boo ya!)

Andy Scott Gold
NICKNAME: Gold, Goldie, Dr. Gold STANCE: A wide,
goofyfooted one YEARS RIDING: About three on the
FlowBarrel®. A year or so before that on a Flowrider®.
BACKGROUND SPORT: Grew up bodyboarding the
beachies of Newport Beach, CA. STRENGTHS: Biceps,
triceps, carves, and airs. WEAKNESSES: Flips and
anything inverted. SPONSORS: Analog Clothing, Tranche
Wetsuits, ShoresCrew.com, Sun Diego Boardshops, and
WaveLoch® support me in various ways. My parents are
still my main sponsor. BEST RESULT: A bunch of thirds
in the expert stand-up and a second at Wave House®
Durban in the amateur division.

ANDY GOLD BARRELED ON A
BODYBOARD IN SUMBAWA (SAY
THAT THREE TIMES FAST), AND
ACHIEVING LIFTOFF ON THE
BRUTICUS. SURF PHOTO: CRAIG/
SHORESCREW.COM.
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James Kaya Lovett
NICKNAME: Milkman, Jamie. STANCE: Normal not goofy
YEARS RIDING: Two BACKGROUND SPORTS: Surf, skim,
skate, snow, wake. STRENGTHS: Flexibility, aerial maneuvers,
switch foot, recoveries. WEAKNESS: Bodyboarding.
SPONSORS: Smith, SRH, Zap, Grape, Head Hunter.
BEST RESULT: First place pro skimboarding in 1999. First
place pro wakesurfing in 2004. First place pro skimboarding
2006. First place pro skimboarding 2007. Expert Stand-up
Champion, 2007 Flowboarding National Championships.
JAMIE LOVETT, GETTING HIS KICKS ON THE BRUTICUS,
SHOWING HIS SKILLS. AND BOOSTING AIR OFF THE GRINCH
IN THE OC. SEQUENCE: FRED POMPERMAYER.
SKIM SHOT: PRICKS/SHORESCREW.COM.
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Kristen M. Barney

BARNEY BARRELED ON THE BRUTICUS (SAY THAT, THREE TIMES
FAST), AND FLOWING FOR THE BROS ON THE FLOWRIDER®.
PHOTOS: FRED POMPERMAYER.

NICKNAME: Barney STANCE: I ride regular stance but have picked
up switch goofy stance recently. YEARS RIDING: Almost two years.
BACKGROUND SPORT: I grew up snowboarding and wakeboarding in
Salt Lake City, Utah. STRENGTHS: Turns and barrel riding regular and
switch. WEAKNESSES: Still working on my aerials and inverted tricks.
SPONSORS: I have been lucky enough to receive sponsorship from
WaveLoch® and Sun Diego. BEST RESULT: First place in the Female
Stand Up Division at the 2007 Flow Tour National Championships.

Derek Zemen
DEREK ZEMEN IS MADE LIKE A PRO SURFER: SMALL
AND LIGHT, VERY SMOOTH AND VERY FAST. HE MAKES
THIS LOOK GOOOOOD. PHOTO: FRED POMPERMAYER.

NICKNAME: Zoo STANCE: Regular
YEARS RIDING: Three
BACKGROUND SPORT: Surfing,
snowboarding, skateboarding.
STRENGTHS: Aerials, turns, rail
slides WEAKNESSES: Jon Akers
SPONSORS: Rusty, The Ampal
Creative, Sun Diego, Wave Loch®
BEST RESULT: First Place CSTV's
Collegiate Nationals 2007
16 // FLOWBOARDING MAGAZINE
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Greg Lazarus

NICKNAME: Laz STANCE: Goofy YEARS RIDING: I started
riding about five years ago back home in South Africa, which
was a double FlowBarrel®: We had both the left and the right.
BACKGROUND SPORT: Surfing since I was about 10.
Surfing competitively until up to two years ago, then I decided
to start focusing on growing the sport of flowboarding.
STRENGTHS: Airs, spins. WEAKNESSES: Switch…but I’m
working on it! SPONSORS: VZ, Reef, and currently on the
lookout for a clothing sponsor. BEST RESULT: Third place
overall on the Siemens Mobile Wave Tour at Wave House®
South Africa. First place in the South Africa summer champs.
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HE’S FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND TALKS A LITTLE FUNNY, BUT ON THE B-MAX HE’S SO MONEY. THIS IS LAZ,
GOING FAST THREE TIMES. (ABOVE) THE LAZ FLIP IS A SIGNATURE MOVE: A ONE-FOOTED FLIP. (BELOW
LEFT) IN THE BARREL AT A SOUTH AFRICAN FAVORITE SPOT. (BELOW RIGHT) A NICE CARVE ON THE
BRUTICUS MAXIMUS. LAZ FLIP PHOTO: CAREY/SHORESCREW.COM. BRUTICUS PHOTO: FRED POMPERMAYER.
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2007

SCENES FROM THE 2007 FLOWBOARDING CONTEST SEASON
DURING THE SUMMER OF 2007, WAVE LOCH®,
FLOWRIDER® AND FLOWBARREL® SHEET WAVES ROARED
TO LIFE ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND AROUND THE WORLD,
AS HUNDREDS OF THE WORLD’S BEST FLOWBOARDERS
MET IN SWIFT COLLISION IN FLOWBOARDING CONTESTS
ON THE LOCAL, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL.
THE FOLLOWING IS A SAMPLE OF SOME OF THE BEST
EVENTS AND ACTION FROM THE SUMMER OF 2007.
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Flowboarding and bodyboarding action from the DreamWorld contest in 2007. Photos courtesy DreamWorld.

THE FLOWRIDER
THUNDERS DOWN
UNDER
Dreamworld’s Comp Finds Australia’s
Hottest Flowboarders
Queensland’s Gold Coast is home to one of the natural
manmade wonders of the waveriding world: The Superbank. This wave was created by a sand-dredging scheme
that poured tons of sand between Snapper Rocks and Kirra
and created one of the world’s most perfect waves.
But Queensland’s Gold Coast is also home to the Dreamworld theme park and the WhiteWater World waterpark. Located only 20 minutes from Surfer’s Paradise, Dreamworld/
WhiteWater World is a paradise where you can find another
man-made wonder of the wave world, the FlowRider®.
Riding waves is a national passion in Australia, and in
2007, Dreamworld’s FlowRider® Zero to Hero competition brought together 40 competitors, including some of
Australia’s top board sporting professionals. They went

head to head on Australia’s first stationary wave for a piece
of the $18,000 prize booty up for grabs, which included a
trip for two to ride Wave House® in San Diego, USA.
First prize included an Xbox 360, an awesome Coke Pack,
movie tickets, a $200 Coke Fossil Watch and CDs and was
valued at $10K.

The first final saw nine guys and girls battling it out
bodyboard style, with some awesome moves executed by
all competitors. The final results were Mark Quinlan on top,
followed by Megan Humphries and Sam Morgan.
The second final pitched eight guys against the liquid
treadmill proving those NightRider sessions have been
paying off. The results of the Stand-up division were Jai

Riders entered the Bodyboarding or Stand-up Flowboarding divisions and were required to perform controlled
maneuvers with style, execution and creativity to maximize
scoring potential. Judges evaluated the rider’s flow, the
sequences of tricks and the power of the entire run and
each run was given a score from one to 10, across five
criteria: Execution, Trick Difficulty, Style, Variety/Creativity,
Combinations/Run.

West in first, then David Watson and Sheldon Paris.

The first round of heats attracted over 100 spectators
and pitched surf against street and snow. Australia’s #1
female bodyboarding champion, Kira Llewellyn took on
local FlowRider® gurus in the second round of heats on
Saturday February 3, 2007. The semis and grand finals
fell on February 9 to coincide with Screamworld, The
After Dark Park.

Between the semi man-made waves at Superbank, and the
man-made flow of the FlowRider®, Queensland really is a
surfer’s paradise. Should you find yourself in the land down
under and want to go for the flow, check out their website at

To top it off, Dreamworld’s FlowRider® A-Team showed
their paces and battled for awesome prizes, including a
trip for two to Kingfisher Bay Resort on Fraser Island for
four nights. The night’s overall Prince of the Pipe was
team favorite David Lord, followed by Renee Graves and
Nathan Dark.

www.dreamworld.com.au.
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Clockwise from top right: Overview of the Collegiate Nationals, as filmed by CSTV. Kristen Barney sprays the boys, en route to a fifth place
finish. Chicks dig Zoo, because he flows: Derek Zemen and menagerie. Look! Up in the sky! Derek Zemen halfway through something wild.

BE COOL FOR
YOUR SCHOOL
The Collegiate Nationals at Wave
House® San Diego, CA - 4/24/2007
By Aaron Steele

In spring, a young flowboarder’s fancy turns to the first
competitive event of the season. On April 24, 2007, 80
competitors from eight southern California schools – as
close as Point Loma and as far as Santa Barbara – met in
swift collision at Wave House® San Diego for the 2007
Collegiate National Championships.
More than 1000 spectators showed up for the event, which
was broadcast on College Sports TV and Channel 93.3 and
sponsored by Powerade, AOL, BF Goodrich, Jack in the
Box, Ghost Boards, Gotcha, Quiksilver, Rainbow Sandals,
Zoo York, Body Glove, Royal Carribean, and Sun Diego.
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Manny Vargas and Peter Cufarro emceed the event, and did
a fabulous job promoting and announcing. Chris Granone
and crew judged and kept the pace of the event moving as
swiftly as the hundred thousand gallons of water flowing at
25 MPH up and over the FlowBarrel® Bruticus Maximus.
A long day of competition concluded with an amazing final
which featured an aerial dogfight between Derek Zemen
and Tyler McIntyre. Although Tyler was the 2006 National
Champion, the young upcoming college phenom Derek
“Zoo” Zemen edged the veteran out on the first place
podium. Crowning the winners were multi-gold X-games
medalist Andy McDonald and Olympic Gold Medalist
Jonny Moseley who are both experienced flowriders
themselves and fans of the sport.    
For information on the next Collegiate Nationals, check
out their website:

www.thecollegiatenationals.com

SCHOOLS REPRESENTING
University of California San Diego
University of California Irvine
University of San Diego
University of California Santa Barbara
University of Southern California
Point Loma Nazarene University
Mesa College
San Diego State University
INDIVIDUAL
1st - Derek Zemen
2nd - Tyler McIntyre
3rd - Andy Gold
4th - Peter Nussbaum
5th - Kristen Barney
6th - Anthony Beonky
TEAM WINNER:
1. SDSU
2. USC
3. Mesa

(From right) Bucky Lasek takes his Method to the air. Supergirl Jam competitor Leanne Pelosi gets all smiley and styley as the slides toward the
beach. Photos: ASA Entertainment. One of the pioneers of flowboarding, skate legend Tony Hawk airs it out on the Bruticus. Photo: Aaron Steele.

THE ANDY AND
TONY SHOW
Hawk and MacDonald Demo the
Bruticus at the LG Action Sports Tour
Event at Wave House® San Diego.
From September 14-16, 2007, the LG Action Sports World
Tour brought more than 50 of the world’s best skaters, BMX
riders, aggressive inline skaters and snowboarders to Wave
House® San Diego, and set them up close to the FlowRider®
and FlowBarrel® Bruticus Maximus.
Snowboarding? At the beach? The centerpiece of this event
was a custom-made, first-quality half pipe that allowed all
the wheeled fiends to go berserko. And for the S3 Supergirl
Jam on Sunday, they ran a snowrail setup off the ramp for
all the ladies.

To the live sounds of MXPX and The Donnas, the world’s
best action sports professionals got more air than the
Space Shuttle and wowed a crowd of thousands. In
between the ramp and the deep blue sea, flowboarding
got into the act on Saturday afternoon with a demo by
skateboard legends Tony Hawk and Andy MacDonald on
the FlowBarrel® Bruticus Maximus.
Hawk and MacDonald (combined age 75) went out and
showed their paces, busting aerials frontside and backside,
upside down and backward. During the session, Hawk
sat with CBS Sports Spectacular’s Jimmy Coleman and
explained the wave, and how he rides it: “It’s a little like
snowboarding…but with snowboarding you are leaning
forward on your front foot. This thing is all in your back
foot and it’s all real subtle. If you dig in too hard you bottom out and you’re pretty much washed up.”

Saturday and took third, behind Brazil’s Rodrigo Menezes
in second and France’s Pierre-Luc Gagnon in first.
They weren’t kidding about the “World” part as Japan-man
Takeshi Yasutoko took first in the Inline Vert competition,
and England’s Simon Tabron won the BMX Vert.
On Sunday, it was Lacey Baker winning the S3 Supergirl
skate competition while Bev Villeumier was the standout
in the snowboarding rail jam, winning the second of four
sessions and scoring $2000 for the Supergirl Super Power
Trick: a front-side 270°.
After the skate comp, Andy Mac cooled off on the B-Max
and partied with friends to the sounds of 40 Oz to Freedom
to cap a great weekend at Wave House®.
For full results and to check out this year’s schedule, check out

Andy Mac went on to compete in the Skate Vert event on

www.actionsportstour.com
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A young bodyboard competitor lifts off into the stratosphere during the Flow Tour contest at Camelbeach.

FLOWBOARDIN’ USA
The 2007 Wave House® Flow Tour
Rocked the USA
If everybody had a FlowRider®, across the USA… you'd
catch them flowboarding' in the Poconos...
Sorry about that, but the truth is, there are 80+ FlowRider®
sheet wave attractions across the USA and the 2007 Wave
House® Flow Tour went to almost 20 of them.
The 2007 Wave House® Flow Tour began and ended at
Wave House® San Diego. In between, the tour traveled
as far west as Hawaiian Waters in Kapolei, Oahu and
as far east as Adrenalina in Miami, Florida. To the deep
south of Waterville in Gulf Shores, Alabama and up to
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the land of ice and snow, to Water Park of America in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Kalahari Waterpark in
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin.

100+ competitors in 100° heat and 100% humidity, for
their first year. At Camelbeach there were thunderstorms
shaking up the competitors, who had to run for cover.

Royal Caribbean International, along with Gotcha, Body
Glove, Surfing Magazine, Ghost, WCB and Rainbow
Sandals, made sure the winners were super stoked, and all
competitors got cool gear.

At each Royal Caribbean-sponsored event, the winners
were awarded tickets to San Diego to compete at the
National Championships on September 21 - 22.

At every event there were competitions held in Expert
Bodyboard, Expert Stand-Up, Junior’s Bodyboard, Junior’s
Stand-Up, Men’s Bodyboard, Men’s Stand-Up, Female
Bodyboard, Female Stand-Up and Drop Knee.
The tour was filled with drama and excitement. The bridge
collapsed in Minneapolis two days before the event there
and President Bush was in town the same day as the event
at Water Park of America. At Waterville, Alabma there were

The 2007 Wave House® Flow Tour was the best yet, but
the 2008 Wave Loch Flow Series will be over the top.
Three regional AA-rated events in Minnesota, Utah and
Pennsylvania will include concerts, and the best riders in
the country scoring double points and a trip to the National
Championships in San Diego to battle it out for a deluxe
Royal Caribbean cruise and lots of other prizes. Check out
all the 2008 Flow Series action presented by Royal Caribbean and sponsored by Gotcha at:

www.wavetheplanet.com.

THE TRAVELERS

During the 2007 Wave House® Flow Tour, selected winners from each of the events were
given roundtrip tickets to fly to San Diego for the National Championships at Wave House®
San Diego in September. They competed in all of the categories, but also in a special
Traveler’s Heat. This is the list of those who traveled.
COLLINSVILLE
Victoria Helliwell

SCHLITTERBAHN GALVESTON
Sean Beckwith
Morgan Seabert

KALAHARI DELLS
Nic Huebing
Mallory Vedder
KALAHARI SANDUSKY
Scott Stoltz
Brittany McCoche
HAWAIIAN WATERS
De’lori Manus
WATER PARK OF AMERICA
Buck Brackman
Meghan Krantz

WATERVILLE USA
Andy Haase
Nick Nygen
CAMELBEACH
Allie Conant
Aaron Dean
ADRENALINA ORLANDO
Sean Silveira
Vanessa Arroyo

Some of the Travelers from around the US, at the National Championships in September
2007. From left: Aaron Dean, Owen Searls, Sean Silveira, Kris Parks, Buck Brackman,
Scott Stoltz, Andy Haase. Photo: Ben Marcus.

Scenes from the 2007 Flow Tour: (From top right) Cody Root with the big prize at the Grand Opening for Adrenalina Miami. Photo: Jonathan
Root. Greg Lazarus doing a kickflip at Raging Waters San Dimas. A headstand at the Hawaiian Waters event.
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More action from the 2007 Flow Tour. (Clockwise from top right) Camelbeach finalists, from left: 4th: Brad Ewing, 3rd: Tony Zuniga, 2nd:
Cody Monger, 1st: Aaron Dean. Dan Higgins puts the bam in Alabama with his kickflip at the Waterville event. Overview of the Raging
Waters event. A nice carve at the Raging Waters event. Hanging ten Hawaiian style at Hawaiian Waters. Photos: Michelle Barth.
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Yet even more action from the 2007 Flow Tour: (Top) A Hawaiian Waters competitor adds some more humidity to the Oahu summer.
(Below) Tony Keller going for it big time at Camelbeach.
flowboarding Magazine // 27

RESULTS

2007 FLOW TOUR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS. Wave House® San Diego, September 21-22, 2007

Junior’s Bodyboard
1. Tanner Maunsell
2. Patrick Crowe
3. Sean Beckwith
4. Grant Morril

Men’s Bodyboard
1. Matt Griffin
2. Nate Mauhili
3. Jamie Lovett
4. JJ Akers

Female Bodyboard
1. Alyssa Mize
2. Krista Manuel
3. Morgan Seabert
4. Jolle Cooroth

Drop Knee
1. Nick Nguyen
2. Hayley Balderrama
3. Owen Searls
4. Alex Gero

Junior’s Stand-Up
1. Jo Jo Roper
2. Daniel Crowe
3. Logan Lochtefeld
4. Trevor Rynberg

Men’s Stand-Up
1. Chris Neubauer
2. Billy Tennant
3. Keith Porter
4. John Akers

Female Stand-Up
1. Kristen Barney
2. Elena Merino
3. Sara Roper
4. Krista Glauner

Expert Bodyboard
1. Tyler Danek
2. Billy Tennant
3. Stephen Manuel
4. Eric Hooper

Expert Stand-Up
1. Jamie Lovett
2. Greg Lazarus
3. Tyler McIntyre
4. Jeff Ranta
Traveler’s Final
1. Sean Silvera: Adrenalina
2. Scott Stoltz: Kalahari
3. Nick Huebing: Kalahari
4. Owen Searls: Oklahoma
5. Aaron Dean: Massanutten
6. Kris Parks: Republic
7. Andy Haase: Kalahari
8. Buck Brackman: Kalahari

Scenes from the 2007 Flow Tour National Championships. (Clockwise from top right) Jamie Lovett pulls an inverted twistoflex something
or other. Finalists Jamie Lovett and Tyler McIntyre speak into the mic. A bodyboarder goes berserko. Women's bodyboard finalists.

INSANE IN THE RAIN
The Flow Tour National
Championships Blows Into Wave
House® San Diego By Ben Marcus
After nearly five months, 13 states and hundreds of competitors from all over the globe, The Wave House® Flow
Tour International Flowboarding Championships brought
together the best of the best to compete at Wave House®
San Diego over two days in nine divisions: Junior’s
Bodyboard Junior’s Stand-up, Men’s Bodyboard, Men’s
Stand-up, Female Bodyboard, Female Stand-up, Drop
Knee, Expert Bodyboard, Expert Stand-up and Traveler’s.
Presented by Royal Caribbean International, the winners of
the Expert Bodyboard and Expert Stand-up divisions won
seven-night Royal Caribbean cruise vacations for two on
Freedom of the Seas or Liberty of the Seas - the only cruise
ships in the world you can surf on. There wasn’t much
cruising going on at this event, which started on Friday.
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In every heat, all riders took four runs of 45 seconds, and
were judged by a panel of experts. The categories were:
Use of Barrel (10%) Cutbacks/Sprays (10%) Switch (20%)
Airs (40%) and Style (20%).
Competition highlights on the final day included Hayley
Balderrama making it into the Drop Knee Division with
three men, but there was no surprise when Tyler Danek
dominated the Expert Bodyboard division.
Jamie Lovett made it into the final of the Men’s Bodyboard
division, but that, and really everything that happened that
day was all fireworks leading up to the Grand Finale in the
Expert Stand-up division between Greg Lazarus and Lovett.
Jeff Ranta and Tyler McIntyre pulled off moves in the Expert
Stand-up final that would have been more than enough in
any other heat, but this final had the two current superstars
of flowboarding, and they went off. Greg Lazarus had to interrupt a run halfway through to switch out a broken board.
He got back on the Bruticus and pulled off a one-legged

backflip - which he calls the “Laz Flip.”
Lovett countered with some insane runs that included a
double backflip, and then Lazarus did one run strapless,
throwing out a Superman air and then hanging five in the
barrel, which sounds easy but is way harder than most
people think.
Four runs each for all of the Expert Stand-up finalists,
and in the end it was anyone’s call between Lazarus and
Lovett. Lovett got the nod and won a seven-day cruise from
Royal Caribbean. But this was just the start of a beautiful
rivalry between the South African and the Mexican. Jamie
Lovett and Greg Lazarus are two guys who are launching
flowboard moves into the stratosphere.
To check out the full story on the National Championships,
with slide shows and video clips, and an interview with
Jamie Lovett, check out:
.

www.wavehouse.com
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Trick Tip #1

Photo: Mom.

GET YOUR KICKS
Sean Silveira Shows How to Rip the Kickflip

Sean Silveira is a native of Orlando, Florida, and one of the local
rogues blowing minds and pushing the limits on the FlowRider®
in the Adrenalina store. The FlowRider® is like skateboarding on a
wave because you can work on a trick over and over again until you
get it wired. This isn’t easy, Silveira says, but a solid kickflip lays a
basic foundation for a whole repertoire of moves: “The kickflip is
an advanced trick!” Silveira says: “Level highest. Safety is always a
major concern. Focusing is probably the most important thing and
not playing around in the FlowRider® or trying to perform a trick out
of your skill level.”

Step 1: SETUPI usually do this trick in the middle of the wave heading
down against the flow of the water, but you can do it near the bottom
as well. Set up on the nose of the flowboard with right foot and left foot
inward at a 45-degree angle, with your heel hanging slightly off board.

Step 2: ollieAs you are flowing up the water face prepare to pop
and kick by bending your knees and doing an Ollie, which is popping the
board off the water surface and kicking.

Step 3: ROTATIONWhile the board is rotating in the air, focus on
catching the top of the flowboard with your feet and ride away clean.

(below) Sean Silveira working on his kickflip at the Adrenalina
store, Orlando. (top) the kid, in his football days.

More advanced variations of a kickflip are the varial flip, the switch
flip, the backside flip, the switch backside flip and the 360 flip.

Sequence: Roman Rusinov.
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Trick Tip #2

THIS IS HOW I ROLL

Photo: Mom.

Tyler Danek Launches and Lands It

Mad skills, speed, and style: Tyler Danek is showing some Texas
hospitality by sharing some of his techniques with bodyboarding
flowboarders around the world: “This is an important core bodyboarding
maneuver,” Danek said. “and if you can master these, you will then be
ready to move on and attempt one of the biggest bodyboarding tricks: the
A.R.S. When you do these correctly and project out from the wave, the
landings will bust your gut and shake the cobwebs out of your head.”

dig your rail (left rail on a left break, right rail on a right). Keep your head
turned and eyes focused on your spot, and keep your rail dug in.

Step 4: TAKEOFF You don’t want to roll your body at the top of the

starts to pitch over.

wave. If you come off the lip correctly the shape of the wave will roll you
over. As you reach the lip, you want to be turning the nose of your board
outward towards the jets. You will be almost upside down as you are doing this, and you turn the nose out like you are steering towards the jets.
This step will project you and your board out away from the wave face
and make your roll look better.

Step 2: BOTTOM-TURN Cut straight up about halfway up the face

Step 5: PREP FOR LANDING As you get completely rolled over you

of the wave, then turn the nose of your board towards the jets and bottom-turn into the flats 2-3 feet. This is where you get your speed. The
faster you hit the lip, the bigger and better your air roll will be.

want to get your board back under you, stay flat on your board, keep your
elbow in prone position and brace yourself for a gut-busting, hard landing.
Hold on tight! You want to try to absorb the impact evenly between your
elbow area, and the opposite side of the board where you hold it.   

Step 1: SETUPSet yourself up in the barrel behind where the lip

Step 3: APPROACH & LOCATION Turn your head over your shoulder and look at the section of the wave where the lip just starts pitching
over. This is the spot you want to hit for this maneuver. At the same time

The more you do these the easier and more natural they will feel.
You’ll also get better at absorbing the landings the more you do them.

Frame grab: Robert “Dad” Danek.

(Top) Tyler Danek at 12 years old, getting an act on the retro rider® at hurricane harbor.
(Sequence) Danek busting an air roll and busting a gut on the Bruticus Maximus.
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Trictionary


A GLOSSARY OF FLOWBOARDING TRICKS

270 • 270 TO STANDUP • 270 STANDUP AIR • 360 • 540 • 720 • ACID DROP • AERIAL
AIR ROLL • AIR FORWARD FORWARD AIR • AIR REVERSE • AIR HUBB
AIR REVERSE HUBB • ALLEY OOP • ARS • BACKFLIP • BACKSIDE • BARREL
BARREL ROLL EL ROLLO • BODY VARIAL • BONELESS • CARVE • DK ROLL
DK RODEO FLIP • DROP KNEE: • FAKIE • GRAB • GYROLL • GORF • HEELFLIP
HUBB • HUBBCAP • HUCK • INVERT ROLL REVERSE ROLL, REVERSE EL ROLLO
JUDO AIR • KICKFLIP • LAZ FLIP • LIEN AIR • MADONNA • MCTWIST • METHOD
MOM FLIP • OLLIE • RAIL SLIDE • REVERSE ARS INVERT ARS • REVERSE HUBB
REVERSE FORWARD HUBB • REVERT • RODEO • RODEO FLIP • SEXCHANGE
SHUVIT • SUPERMAN • VARIAL
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Greg Lazarus boosting in his
homegrounds, on the D-Rex LEFT
at Wave House® South Africa.

]

Aerial
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[

Air Reverse
270: An air with a 270 degree spin, normally with a grab.
270 to standup: A bodyboarding 270 landing standing up.
270 standup air: A 270 in which the rider switches to standup in
the air and lands drop knee.
360: A full rotation through the air.
540: One and a half rotations through the air.

Greg "Laz" Lazarus
pulling off a
Backflip on the
FlowBarrel®.

Backflip

Sequence: Fred Pompermayer.

Tyler Danek going every
which way but loose, halfway
through an Air Reverse.

)

Alley oop: Performing a trick in the opposite direction a
flowboarder is moving.
ARS: Air Roll Spin, a bodyboarding move.
Backflip: A maneuver where the rider does an aerial, flips
backward and lands it.
Backside: Stand up flowboarding with your back to the wave.

720: Two complete rotations in the air.

Barrel: Dropping back under the curl of the wave, getting as deep
as possible.

Acid Drop: Dropping in from the top of the ride structure, with
your board in your hand and landing on it at the base of the wave
to start the ride.

Barrel roll (el rollo): A bodyboarding move in which the rider
goes up with the lip of the wave and spins off the top, going over
with the lip and landing at the bottom.

Aerial: A maneuver in which the rider leaves the ride surface and
then returns – hopefully. AKA: air.

Body Varial: The body rotates 180 degrees while the board
remains still.

Air Roll: An air with a roll away from the face of the wave.

Boneless: An air with a launch above the lip with a grab and
fully extended legs and board.

Air Forward (forward air): Forward spin in the air.
Air Reverse (reverse air): Reverse spin in the air.

Carve: To make a long, curving turn while flowboarding or
bodyboarding.

Air Hubb: Forward spin in the air + forward roll in the air.

Dk Roll: A full roll starting dropknee and landing dropknee.

Air Reverse Hubb: Reverse spin in the air + invert roll in the air.

Dk Rodeo Flip: A dropknee roll and semi spin, landing backwards
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Acid Drop

[ A Glossary of
Flowboarding Tricks
No running or splashing. Not! Luis Linares
pulling an acid drop at Adrenalina Orlando.

Sequence Roman Rusinov.

jeff ranta boning up and out
during the 2008 collegiate
nationals.

Boneless

}
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}

Fakie

(

[
]

Carve

Derek Zemen carving the FlowRider®
Mobile in the Motorola tent during
Super Bowl XL at Ford Field in Detroit.

One Hawaiian boy doing
one Hawaiian-kine lolo
flip at Da Rush Maui.

See how Kristen
Barney is riding
frontside and
tail-first? That’s
why it’s called
Fakie.

Photo: Fred Pompermayer.
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}Flip

Photo: John Van Plantinga/www.mauiactionphotos.com.

Photo: Carey/shorescrew.com.

[
] Grab

Derek Zemen getting grabby
on the Bruticus Maximus.

on the wave.

Drop knee: Flowboarding a bodyboard on one knee on the
FlowRider® or the FlowBarrel®.

Fakie: Riding the opposite end of the board forward: tail forward.
Grab: With one or both hands, grabbing either the inside or the
outside rail. Can be done frontside or backside.
Gyroll: Air roll + front flip (somersault).
Gorf (forward or reverse): Completely clear the lip, point your
nose down, then pull into a forward or reverse spin.
Heelflip: Pushing down on the edge of the board and flipping it
over, while performing an Ollie. Done on the FlowRider®, rarely
on the Bruticus Maximus.
Hubb: Forward spin + forward roll (on wave face or off lip).
Hubbcap: Forward spin + forward roll + forward spin (on wave
face or off lip).
Huck: When a flowboarder flies into the air without attempting to
land it.
Invert: This is an air in which you invert your body and board.

Invert roll (Reverse roll, Reverse El Rollo): Air off the lip +
reverse roll in the air.
Judo Air: A backside air where the flowboarder takes his front foot
off the board and kicks it forward and pulls the board backwards
while the back foot is still on the board. Kicks aren’t allowed in
Judo, but whatever.
Kickflip: A flowboard move derived from skateboarding, in which
a strapless rider uses toes to flip the board completely in the air
and land back on the top.
Laz Flip: Invented by Greg Lazarus, this is a one-footed backflip.
He takes his front foot out of the strap and kicks it out as he is
upside-down in the air. Don't try this at home.
Lien Air: A basic aerial. Done frontside, the rider grabs the nose or
heel edge with the front hand. Invented by Neil Bender, and Lien
is Neil spelled backward.
Madonna: A one-footed lien to tail, where the front foot is taken
off and kicked out straight down (behind the board), invented by
Tony Hawk.
McTwist: An inverted 540 degree mute grabbed aerial, named
after skateboarder Mike McGill.
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[

Invert

The 2007 Expert Bodyboarding National Champion Tyler Danek doing
a victory roll (inverted) on the FlowBarrel® Bruticus Maximus.

[ A Glossary of
Flowboarding Tricks
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}

laz pulling off a frontside
Rodeo on the FlowBarrel®
Bruticus Maximus.

(

Rodeo
Sequence: Fred Pompermayer.
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[ A Glossary of
Flowboarding Tricks

[

}

submit your favorite trick toDay.
visit wavetheplanet.com

}

Superman

Look, up over the Bruticus, it’s
absurd! It’s insane! It’s laz pulling
off a Superman.

Method: An aerial where the flowboarder’s front hand grabs the
heel edge, both knees are bent, and the board is pulled up behind
the rider.
Mom Flip: A double backflip done switchfoot, a move innovated
by Jamie Lovett and named for his mom.
Ollie: A no-handed air performed by tapping the tail of the board
on the ground or ramp surface. Named after Alan Gelfend.
Rail slide: Flowing off the wave surface and sliding along hard
surfaces.
Reverse ARS (invert ARS): Reverse roll + reverse spin in the air.
Reverse Hubb: Reverse spin + invert roll (on wave face or off
lip).
Reverse Forward Hubb: Reverse spin + forward roll (on wave
face or off lip).
Revert: To turn 180 after completing a trick but before coming
completely down the wave.

Rodeo: A flip with a 180. Flipping while spinning. A maneuver
from snowboarding, where a rider turns a frontside 180 through
the air while completing an inverted 360 rotation for a total
of 540. A rodeo 720 is when you turn frontside 360 while
completing an inverted 360 rotation for a total of 720.
Rodeo Flip: Partially inverted 360 with a back flip.
Sexchange: A body varial with a shuvit in the opposite
direction.
Shuvit: A Shuvit (or Shove-it, or Varial rotation) is a 180° spin of
the board, as opposed to flipping the board.
Superman: An aerial where the rider grabs the board with both
hands, takes his feet off the board and flies through the air for a
moment, posing like the Man of Steel.
Switch stance: When a regular foot rides goofy foot or a goofy
foot rides regular. the feet are placed in the opposite of the
normal stance and you are going forward with a slightly different
balance point than in your normal stance. Not the same as fakie
where you ride backwards with your normal balance and stance.
Varial: In the middle of an aerial, spinning the board from
backward to forward under your feet.
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FLOWCATIONS >

WHERE TO FIND A SHEET WAVE: FROM THE MID-WEST TO THE MIDDLE EAST, ALABAMA TO ZOETERMEER

ROYAL CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL

GERMANY

Liberty of the Seas
www.royalcaribbean.com
FlowRider® Single custom for Freedom fleet

BAD TÖLZ
Alpamare
www.alpamare.de
FlowRider® Double

Freedom of the Seas
www.royalcaribbean.com
FlowRider® Single custom for Freedom fleet
Independence of the Seas
www.royalcaribbean.com
FlowRider® Single custom for Freedom fleet

BORKUM
Gezeitenland Wasser und Wellness
www.gezeitenland.de
FlowRider® Double

SAPPORO CITY, HOKKAIDO
Jozankei View Hotel
www.jozankeiview.com
FlowRider® Single
CHUO-KO, OSAKA
Karakami-Kanko
FlowRider® Single

NORWAY
BO
Telemark Sommarland
www.sommarland.no
FlowBarrel® (Left or Right)
TRYSIL
Radisson SAS Resort (Opening Dec. 2009)
RUSSIA
KAZAN
Kazan Aqua Park
www.gotokazan.com
FlowRider® Single

Genesis-class (Coming soon)
www.royalcaribbean-genesis.com
AUSTRALIA

MOSCOW
Transvaal Park
www.transvaal.ru
FlowRider® Beach Break

KALGOORLIE, WEST AUSTRALIA
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
www.kalbould.wa.gov.au
FlowRider® Single

SAUDI ARABIA

QUEENSLAND
Dreamworld Australia
www.dreamworld.com.au
FlowRider® Double

JEDDAH
Jeddah Tourist City Waterpark
FlowRider® Single
SAIPAN

CANADA
SAN ANTONIO
Pacific Islands Club
www.pacificislandsclub.com
FlowRider® Single

KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Mission Acquatic Centre
www.missionrecreationpark.ca
FlowRider® Single

SINGAPORE
CAYMAN ISLANDS
GRAND CAYMAN
Black Pearl Skate & Surf
www.blackpearl.ky
FlowBarrel® (Right)

EVERLAND CARRIBEAN BAY RESORT, KOREA.

GUAM

KOREA

TUMON
Tarza Waterpark
FlowRider® Single

DAE-CHUN
Legrand Fun Beach
www.fun-beach.com
FlowRider® Single

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Saint Saviour, Jersey
Merton Hotel
www.seymourhotels.com/jersey/merton/

SOUTH AFRICA

IRELAND
CHILE
SANTIAGO
Wave House Chile
www.wavehouse.la
FlowBarrel® (Left)

DUBLIN
National Aquatic Centre of Dublin
www.nac.ie
FlowRider® Beach Break
ITALY

FRANCE
MONTPELLIER
Odysseum (Opening 2009)

ZAMBRONE
Aqua Park Zambrone
www.aquapark.it
FlowRider® Double

CHINA
SHENZHEN
Honey Lake China Amusement Park
FlowRider® Single

ALESSANDRIA
Marengo Free Time (Opening May 2008)

KYONGEI-DO
Caribbean Bay Waterpark
www.everland.com
FlowRider® Single with Lazy River
SEOUL
Chunan Sangrok Resort Water Park
www.sangnokresort.co.kr
FlowRider® Single

KUWANA-GUN
Nagashima Spa Land
www.nagashima-onsen.co.jp
FlowRider® Single
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TURKEY
BELEK, ANTALYA
Troy Aquapark – Belek Rixos
www.temturizm.com.tr
FlowRider® Double
TURKS AND CAICOS

TLAQUITENANGO, MORELOS
El Rollo y Las Olas
www.elrollo.com.mx/
FlowBarrel® Right

JAPAN
NISHIWAKI CITY, HYOGO
Water Park Orange-One Nishiwaki
http://www.central-park.co.jp/area/top.html
FlowRider® Single

DURBAN
Wave House Durban
www.wavehouse.co.za
Double FlowBarrel® (the D-Rex Right and
Left), FlowRider® Single x2

MEXICO

NETHERLANDS
SHENZEN
Overseas China Town
FlowRider® Double

SENTOSA
Wave House Sentosa
(Opening Spring of 2009)
FlowRider®, Double, FlowBarrel®, FlowRider®
Single

DE EEMHOFF
Center Parcs
www.centerparcs.com
FlowRider® Beach Break
ZOETERMEER
Dutch Water Dreams
www.dutchwaterdreams.com
FlowRider® Double 3 x

Grand Turk Cruise Center
www.grandturkcc.com
FlowRider® Double

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
DUBAI
Wild Wadi Water Park – Jumeirah Beach
www.wildwadi.com
FlowBarrel® Right , FlowRider® Single, FlowRider® Double, FlowRider® Beach Break
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NEW!

Flowrider ®
Kid’s Splash Pad
Lazy River
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Washington State’s
Premiere Water Park!

The Flowrider ® (surfing simulator)
300 Foot Lazy River
Two- 200 foot Waterslides
Wet-Sand Play Area
Tube Slide
Picnic Pavilion

McCosh Park

4th & Dogwood
Moses Lake, WA 98837

•
•
•
•
•
•

Treasure Island
Zero Depth Beach Area
Children’s Playground
Olympic Size Competitive Pool
Full Service Concession Area
1 & 3 Meter Diving Boards

509.766.9246
info@mlrec.com

www.mlrec.com

FLOWCATIONS USA >
UNITED STATES

GEORGIA

NEW JERSEY

ALABAMA

ATLANTA
Adrenalina Atlanta
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single

BERLIN TOWNSHIP
Sahara Sam’s Oasis
www.saharasams.com
FlowRider® Double

HAWAII

NEW MEXICO

KIHEI, MAUI
Da’ Rush Maui
www.darushhawaii.com
FlowRider® Single

ALBUQUERQUE
Radisson Resort and Waterpark
www.radisson.com/albuquerquenm

KAPOLEI, OAHU
Hawaiian Waters Adventure Park
www.hawaiianwaters.com
FlowRider® Double – 3400 Triple pump

NEW YORK

GULF SHORES
Waterville U.S.A
www.watervilleusa.com
FlowRider® Double
CALIFORNIA
LINDSAY
City of Lindsay Municipal Waterpark
http://www.lindsay.ca.us/
FlowRider® Double
MOSES LAKE
City of Moses Lake Surf ‘n Slide Water Park
www.mlrec.com/aquatic_center.html
FlowRider® Double
REDLANDS
Pharaoh’s Lost Kingdom Theme and Water
Park
www.pharaohslostkingdom.com
Two Retro Riders
SAN DIEGO
Wave House San Diego
www.wavehouse.com
FlowBarrel®, FlowRider® Single, FlowRider®
Mobile x 2

IDAHO
KELLOGG
Silver Mountain Resort
www.silvermt.com
FlowRider® Double

QUEENSBURY
Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor
Waterpark
http://www.sixflagsgreatescapelodge.com
FlowRider® Single

OHIO
CINCINATTI
Kings Island
www.pki.com
FlowRider® Double and a Mega Retro Rider Left

ANDY GOLD TO THE THIRD POWER: WAVEHOUSE, SAN DIEGO.

LAKE HARMONY
Split Rock Resort Indoor Water Park
www.splitrockresort.com
FlowRider® Double
TEXAS
ARLINGTON
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor
www.sixflags.com/hurricaneHarborTexas/
Retro Rider
DALLAS
Adrenalina Dallas
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single
GALVESTON
Schlitterbahn Galveston
www.schlitterbahn.com/gal/
FlowBarrel® with Flow rider shoulder
HOUSTON
Adrenalina Houston (Coming soon)
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single
NEW BRAUNFELS
Schlitterbahn New Braunfels
www.schlitterbahn.com/nb/
FlowBarrel®
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Schlitterbahn South Padre
www.schlitterbahn.com/spi/
FlowBarrel® with shoulder

SAN DIMAS
Raging Waters
www.ragingwaters.com
FlowRider® Single
VISTA
The Wave Municipal Waterpark
www.thewavewaterpark.com
FlowRider® Single with Lazy River

SAN ANTONIO
Center for the Intrepid
www.defenselink.mil/home/features/2007/
intrepid_center2
FlowRider® Single

COLORADO

UTAH

DENVER
Hyland Hills Water World
www.waterworldcolorado.com
Two Retro Riders

OGDEN
The Salomon Center
www.flowriderutah.com/
FlowRider® Double

Adrenalina Denver (Opening 2008 - 2009)
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
FlowRider® Double

PHOTO: FRED POMPERMAYER.

VIRGINIA
FLORIDA

ILLINOIS

MIAMI
Adrenalina Miami
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single

COLLINSVILLE
Splash City Family Waterpark
www.splashcity.org/
FlowRider® Single

ORLANDO
Tierra del Sol Resort
www.tierradelsolresort.com
FlowRider® Double x2

MICHIGAN

Adrenalina Orlando
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single

BOYNE FALLS
Avalanche Bay Indoor Waterpark
www.avalanchebay.com
FlowRider® Single
MINNESOTA

PENSACOLA
Pensacola Christian College
www.pcci.edu
FlowRider® Double

BLOOMINGTON
Waterpark of America
www.waterparkofamerica.com
FlowRider® Double

SPRING HILL
Spring Hill Resort and Waterpark
FlowRider® Single and FlowRider® Double

MISSOURI

TAMPA
Adrenalina Orlando (Opening 2008 - 2009)
www.adrenalinastore.com
FlowRider® Single

Republic Aquatic Center
http://www.republicmo.com/city/services/
aqauticcenter.php
FlowRider® Single
MONTANA
GREAT FALLS
Electric City Water Park
http://www.austindesigns.us/waterpark/
FlowRider® Beach Break
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SANDUSKY
Kalahari Sandusky
www.kalahariresort.com
Two-jet Beach Break® and a three-jet Beach
Break®.
Maui Sands
www.mauisandsresort.com
SurfRider®
OREGON
SUNRIVER
Mavericks at Sunriver
www.maverickssports.com
FlowRider® Single
PENNSYLVANIA
HERSHEY PARK
Hershey Park
www.hersheypark.com
FlowRider® Double
TANNERSVILLE
CamelBeach Waterpark
www.camelbeach.com
FlowRider® Double

MASSANUTTEN
Waterpark at Massanutten
www.massresort.com
FlowRider® Double
WILLIAMSBURG
Great Wolf Lodge and Waterpark
www.greatwolf.com/Locations/Williamsburg/
FlowRider® Single
WASHINGTON
MOSES LAKE
Moses Lake Family Aquatic Center Surf ‘n
Slide Water Park
www.mlrec.com/aquatic_center.html
FlowRider® Double
WISCONSIN
WISCONSIN DELLS
Kalahari Resort
www.kalahariresort.com/hub/
FlowRider® Double (3400, 3 pumps)
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is it possible to flow around the world?
®

with 100+ flowrider facilities worldwide you can. or just book a trip

And the more to that life is the FlowRider®—which brings the chal-

on any one of the three Freedom-class Royal Caribbean cruise ships

lenge and fun of riding ocean waves to deserts, mountains, hotels and

equipped with a FlowRider® in the stern.

waterparks near you.

flowrider®s ar everywhere, from australia to zoetermeer, in facili-

As of the summer of 2008, there were over 80 FlowRider® sheet waves in

ties public and private, connected to luxury resorts and indoors at

two dozen countries and a dozen FlowBarrels® in six countries. And those

national leisure and pleasure centers. The world is catching on to the

numbers are growing week by week, month by month, as more places in

idea that there is more to life than going headfirst down a waterslide.

the world catch on to the Global Cooling made possible by Wave Loch®.
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(Above) Flank speed on a Freedom-class cruise ship. Photo courtesy RCI. (Middle) UFO? No, it’s a FlowRider® getting craned onboard at the shipyard in
Finland. Photo: Phil Hogsten. (Below) Tyler Danek and Hayley Balderrama have taken the cruise twice. Tyler says: “We went to Haiti, Jamaica, Cozumel
and Cayman. On this last cruise, Hayley and I were asked by some cute girls to help them ride since they rented the wave for a $200 private session.
So that was fun, spending an hour helping four absolute hotties learn how to ride the FlowRider®.” This isn’t Tyler and Hayley getting hitched.

WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
Flowing the Freedom Class
The Freedom of the Seas was launched
from Turku, Finland in April of 2006 and
the Liberty of the Seas took her maiden
voyage a year later, in May of 2007.
They are building a FlowRider® into the
Independence of the Seas for a May,
2008 launching.
The FlowRider® is part of a pleasure
package that includes the H2O Zone,
cantilevered whirlpools, rock wall and
ice skating rink. All of this while you are
cruising through Caribbean waters, from
one tropical island to the next.
Freedom and Liberty sail from Miami and
cover the eastern and western Caribbean:
San Juan, Puerto Rico; Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas; Philipsburg, St. Maarten; Labadee,
Haiti; Ocho Rios, Jamaica; George Town,
Grand Cayman and Cozumel, Mexico.
Independence of the Seas launched in
May of 2008 and will be home-ported in
Europe through the summer, embarking
on Mediterranean itineraries. In the fall
she will sail 6- and 8-night Caribbean
itineraries from Ft. Lauderdale.

The Freedom Class are the largest cruise
ships in the world: 1,111 ½ feet long,
209 feet above the waterline, with 18
decks. Part of the 154,407 gross tonnage
of the Freedom Class is the 35,000
gallons and 140 tons of water reservoir
to provide the flow on the FlowRider®,
which takes up a high position on the
rear deck. The ships are propelled by six
Wärtsilä 46 V12 diesels which generate
17,000 horsepower each. The FlowRider®
is powered by two pumps generating 140
horsepower each.
Freedom-class ships cruise at a top
speed of 24.9 MPH. The top speed of
the FlowRider® is 20 MPH. Water water
everywhere, and as the Freedom ships
cruise to exotic locations, the FlowRider®
flows along with it.
Next up for Royal Caribbean are the
Genesis-class ships. Fifty per cent bigger
and twice the flow with a FlowRider®
Double. Check out:
www.royalcaribbean.com
www.royalcaribbean-genesis.com
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(Above) The family that flows together, stays bros together. Dad and lad riding the FlowBarrel® at the Black Pearl Skate Park on Grand Cayman Island.
(Below) Jonathan Root juggles a career which regularly takes him on board and into the choicest locations in the Caribbean. Photos courtesy the Root Family.

ride the black pearl
Grand Cayman Island
Jonathan Root is a professional juggler,
half of the juggling duo Team Rootberry
(www.rootberry.com) who do a juggling
comedy routine at colleges, corporate
events, and on cruise ships.
Their act takes them to the Cayman
Islands, a chain of three islands in the
western Caribbean, between Cuba and
Jamaica. On Grand Cayman, Jonathan
Root and his son Cody double up on the
FlowBarrel® at the Grand Harbor resort.
The FlowBarrel® is part of the Black Pearl
Skate Park, which is 56,000 square feet
of prime skate territory, open free to the
public and extremely popular with locals
and the unending waves of visitors who
come to the Cayman Islands to scuba
dive, sailboard and do business.
Skating in the hot sun is sweaty business,
so the Roots and a lot of others cool
off in the FlowBarrel® at Black Pearl,
a right-breaking wave that is equally
popular with dad and lad: “It's a blast
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riding in Cayman,” said Cody Root. “The
park instructors are sweet since it came
under new management. They let us
ride doubles on the wave. We even rode
triples: Jonathan and me stand-up with
a friend on a bodyboard. They turn it to
any level you want so if you only want to
ride on 2 (50% power) you can but if you
want to ride on 4 (100% power) you can.
Before it went under new management
the operators wouldn't let us do anything.
She would only let me ride on 3 (70%
power) a few times. The rest I had to
ride on 2. They play music from rock
to reggae-ton. When we are riding, a lot
of tourists and locals will come out and
watch us ride. Sometimes even the skateboarders in the park will stop and watch
us ride, especially when dad is juggling.”
If you are heading down to Grand
Cayman, bring your skate and your
flowboard. For more info, check out:
www.blackpearl.ky

(Above and below right) In the cool of the night is the right time for riding the DreamWorld FlowRider®. (Below) Sharks are no laughing matter along the
Queensland coast, but they are on the ceiling of the Bite Me Cafe, close to the FlowRider®. Photos courtesy Dreamworld.

THUNDER DOWN UNDER
Queensland’s DreamWorld
Queensland, Australia is to the land
down under what Florida is to America.
Queensland is the tropical state, blessed
with warm, sunny weather year around.
Queensland’s Gold Coast is similar to
Orlando and Miami, Florida: the Gold
Coast is renowned for its warm waters
and beautiful beaches, like Miami. The
skyline is filled with high rise hotels and
apartments and, like Orlando, there are
amusement parks and a million things to
do for residents and tourists.
Located in Coomera, about halfway
between Surfer’s Paradise and Brisbane,
DreamWorld is Australia’s largest theme
park, which features the Big Six Thrill
Rides: The Claw, Cyclone, Giant Drop,
Mick Doohan’s Motocoaster, Tower of
Terror and Wipeout, which is a Vekoma
Waikiki Wave Super Flip, whatever that is.
Dreamworld also has a FlowRider®,

which the facility uses for competitions
and public riding. Surfing is a national
sport in Australia, and the action on the
Dreamworld FlowRider® is as good as
any in the world, with some of Australia’s
top surfers and bodyboarders bringing their moves from the semi-artificial
SuperBank at Coolangatta, to the non-stop
flow of the FlowRider®.
DreamWorld opened the WhiteWater
World theme park right next door in
2006, and it has proved to be so popular,
they are doing a massive expansion for
the summer of 2008.
And no, we don’t know if the water
flows different because it’s south of the
equator. You will have to discover that for
yourself.
www.dreamworld.com.au
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FLOWRIDA
Adrenalina Takes It Inside
Florida is surrounded by water on three
sides, but there is a lot of water in the
middle and we aren’t talking about
Okefenokee Swamp.
FlowRider® the sheet wave attraction is
well represented in the state of Florida.
Out on Florida’s Panhandle, Pensacola
Christian College has their own private
FlowRider® Single for the rest and recreation of their students. The Tierra del
Sol Resort in Orlando has a FlowRider®
Double and the Spring Hill Resort and
Waterpark has a FlowRider® Single and a
Double and those are open to the public,
and the public loves them.

Grand Opening on December 8th, 2006,
and held a competition which was won
by Sean Silveira, to the tune of $2000
righteous bucks. Adrenalina Orlando also
had a high school team contest in March
of 2007, which was won by Boone High.
On December 24, 2007 Adrenalina
opened another store in Miami and on
February 24th they sponsored a Grand
Opening Competition. The FlowRider®
is a challenge that demands skills, and
takes time. Good fun and good business
as people flock to the store to watch the
action and they buy stuff - lots of stuff.

Orlando is also home to the Adrenalina
Store in the Florida Mall Orlando, which
is home to the first of many indoor
FlowRider®s in Adrenalina retail outlets
around the country – and some day the
world!

The FlowRider®s at Orlando and Miami
are proving to be so popular, Adrenalina
is already constructing a Tampa store and
they have projects started in Texas, Georgia, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and across
the USA. And every Adrenalina store
comes with a prize inside: A FlowRider®!

The Adrenalina Orlando store had its

www.adrenalinastore.com
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(Clockwise from top left) Nick Taylor and Sean Silveira throwing spray and V for victory sign at Adrenalina Orlando. Today Orlando and Miami, tomorrow
the world as Adrenalina has plans for many retail outlets featuring the FlowRider®, around the country and the world. Retail and recreation, flowing
together nicely. Photos: Roman Rusinov and Adrenalina.
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(Clockwise from below) From keiki to wahine to big braddahs, prone and standing, Hawaiians are flipping out over how much fun they can have on the
FlowRider®s at Da Rush and Hawaiian Waters, and they bring their skills from the ocean to the flow. (Bottom left) Uncle Charlie and Bernie Vadla at the
opening ceremonies for Da Rush. Photos courtesy Hawaiian Waters, Michelle Barth and JRVP/mauiactionphotos.com.

AFLOWHA
Hawaiian Waters, Oahu and Da Rush, Maui
Bringing artificial waves to the Hawaiian
Islands sounds like bringing artificial
snow to the Swiss Alps. But the truth is,
FlowRider®s are as popular in Hawaii
as they are anywhere else in the world.
Hawaiians love to ride waves: big waves,
small waves, windy waves, sunny waves
and even waves that flow at 20 MPH and
go forever.
The FlowRider® Double at Hawaiian
Waters on the west side of Oahu is called
Da FlowRider. It opened in 2005 and
has been going strong ever since. With
thousands of Hawaiian locals and visitors
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riding the wave, joined by top surfers and
bodyboarders like Jon Jon Florence, Ross
Williams, Dave Boehne, Charlie Carroll,
Pete Labrador and Luke Walsh.

others know by its Hawaiian name Pe’ahi
(to beckon). Riders like Archie Kalepa, and
David Kalama are towed in with a jet ski to
catch 60 foot plus foot waves.

On the island of Maui, the Kihei area
is popular with humpback whales and
surfers. It’s now the home of Hawaii’s
second FlowRider®. Uncle Charlie Maxwell
is partners with Bernie Vadla in Da Rush,
Maui: “Da Rush Maui opened up in
November 2007,” Uncle Charlie said. “with
a ‘Big Splash’ on this island where the He’e
Nalu (surfing) is king. Maui is the home
of the big wave spot some call “Jaws” but

“Archie and the lifeguards of Kihei work for
Da Rush and have become expert riders on
Maui’s FlowRider®. It has attracted Clyde
Aikau, a big wave rider from Oahu who is
Eddie Aikau’s brother and Uncle Charlie’s
cousin. Rush Randall was one of the pioneers of flowboarding and a top competitor
on the SWATCH Wave Tour in the 1990s.
Rush is a Maui guy and he came by to
show us a few new tricks.

We see the sport of flowriding as a natural
progression to the spirit of these islands.
Surfing is a natural thing here and the
FlowRider® is a good substitute when the
ocean is flat with no waves and surfing
at Da Rush can go on even when the sun
sets on our mystical aina (land).”
Going to Hawaii to get some waves? Try
da kine that stay go!
www.darushhawaii.com
www.hawaiianwaters.com
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(Clockwise from left) Dutch Water Dreams has three doubles, no waiting and the Dutch stay sane by riding them in funny ways. Here we have two on
one and one on two. Three people riding two boards, and one guy riding three boards. Well maybe they aren’t entirely sane, but they are having fun.
Photos courtesy Dutch Water Dreams.

TRIPLE DOUBLE
Dutch Water Dreams,
the Netherlands
Winters are long in the low countries and
the Netherlands are low, so low that it’s
the only European country with an indoor
ski slope. That is pretty flat. The Netherlands are also called Holland, which is
mostly incorrect, as only two of the many
provinces have that name. Zoetermeer
(Sweet Lake) is a city in the province of
South Holland, a young city that has been
growing since 1970. The people of Zoetermeer take their sports seriously, which
is why it is home to the SnowWorld
indoor ski park, the SilverDome indoor
ice skating rink and Dutch Water Dreams.
The primary purpose of this facility is
an artificial Olympic wild water rafting
circuit, almost identical to the course in
China for the 2008 Olympic Games. But
a city that can have an indoor ski slope
can have anything it wants, and the Dutch

people of Zoetermeer wanted not one, not
two but three FlowRider® doubles.
Closer to Amsterdam, the Centre Parcs de
Eemhof has a FlowRider® Double in it’s
Aqua Mundo indoor waterpark. This is
a heated, tropical jungle under glass that
takes people away from the ice and snow
for a while and transports them to Bali or
somewhere close to the equator.
Winters are long, and you can imagine
that all four of Hollands FlowRider®s are
popular from the long nights of winters
and into the summer.
www.dutchwaterdreams.com
www.centerparcs.com
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DEUTSCHLAND FLOW
Borkum—Gezeitenland & Alpamare
Wave pools and artificial waves go way
back in Germany, to 1929, when “Indoor
Surfers” caught a little bit of flow rush
in huge municipal pools in Berlin and
Munich that were outfitted with wave
agitators. These weren’t waves for riding
necessarily, although some kids did manage to bodysurf little indoor combers in
the shallow end.
According to Oliver Nolden, who runs the
www.epicsurf.de website in Deutschland:
“Borkum is the most westly German
island in the North Sea, right at the
border to the Netherlands. You get there
by boat after a three-hour ride with the
standard ferry, or one hour by a fast
catamaran. People are surfing there
from time to time, but there is no surfing
scene like on the next island to the east
- which is called Norderney. There are
people coming to the island just because
of the FlowRider®. In that waterpark
‘Gezeitenland’ it's the only big attraction
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for young people, because they are more
focused on health and wellness needs of
the older visitors.”
The Borkum FlowRider® is popular because it is one of the only two
FlowRider®s in Germany. The other one
is located at the Alpamare water park
in Bad Tölz, at the southern border of
Germany about an hour from Munich.
Bad Tölz sounds like a German heavy
metal band or something—or the wrong
entry to the Autobahn—but in English it
means the “Baths of Tolz.” Alpamare is
also a health spa and a water park which
features a FlowRider® Double. Some of Alpamare is outside and some is inside. The
FlowRider® is inside, which gives Germans
a chance to strip to their shorts and bathing suits and get crazy: all year long.
www.alpamare.de
www.gezeitenland.de

(Clockwise from left) Apparently the Germans go just as loony as the Netherlanders. Double headstands at Borkum-Gezeitenland. Spraying the gallery at
Borkum. A German kickflip at Alpamare. Two on one at Borkum-Gezeitenland. Photos courtesy Alpamare and Paulina Barlik.
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ISLANDs in THE FLOW
Ireland and Jersey Island
Wave pools have a history in the United
Kingdom going back as far as 1935,
when the municipal pool in Wembley,
England was equipped with agitators.
These weren’t waves for riding necessarily, but this was still a large-scale
wavepool. More than 70 years later the
United Kingdom is home to Wave Loch
sheet wave attractions in Ireland and
Jersey Island. Meanwhile, stay tuned to
Wembley, where big things are planned.

BIG EIRE: FLOWBOARDING IN IRELAND
Ireland’s National Aquatic Centre in
Dublin looks pretty sweet, and must be oh
so popular during those rare days when
the Irish weather is rainy or gloomy. Rob
Whelan of the NAC said: “The FlowRider® was installed five years ago when
the National Aquatic Centre opened. It is
very popular in the AquaZone, which is
the indoor fun park. FlowRider® offers the
fun and excitement of surfing, skateboarding and snowboarding in one truly
interactive ride. The FlowRider® is ideal
for family participants of all ages.”
It costs 14 euros to get into the NAC
which allows unlimited use of all the
rides. According to Mr. Whelan, the
National Aquatic Centre is the third most
popular paying attraction in Ireland.
Finishing after, we would imagine, the
Guinness factory and the home of Bono.

WAVES? IN JERSEY?
The Island of Jersey is a place many
people have never heard of. It is the

largest of the Channel Islands, which lie
between France and England in the English Channel. Jersey is closer to France
geographically but closer to England
culturally. Blessed with a temperate,
sunny climate Jersey is also a center of
banking and finance - the UK version of
the Cayman Islands: a holiday place with
good weather, where businessmen go to
wheel and deal, and bring their families.
In the spring of 2008, the Merton Hotel
on Jersey added a FlowRider® Double to
its facilities, and added a new characteristic to the Channel Islands: consistent surf.
The Flowrider® is only available to guests
of the Merton Hotel (or their two other
hotels in Jersey) plus members of the
Merton Leisure Club. According to Robert
MacKenzie, our man at the Merton: “The
FlowRider® is well and truly up and
running with daily sessions. We have had
a very good reaction from everyone and
lots of demand for local membership to
the Club and for corporate events. We are
confident that it will draw new visitors to
the hotel, and clips are already appearing
on YouTube. It must be having an impact
given that it is the only hotel in Europe
with a FlowRider®!”
Wave Loch® has plans for Wembley and
the rest of Europe but if you are flying
between the UK and the Continent and
want to take a ride, Jersey is happening
right now.
www.nac.ie
www.seymourhotels.com

(Top) Her Majesty QE II checks the flow at HMSS (Her Majesty’s Secret Surf) facility. (Middle) A chap in a cap has a bash on the FlowRider® at Dublin’s
National Aquatic Centre. (Bottom) The FlowRider® at the Merton Hotel, under construction and ready to rumble. (Above) This man looked odd, and oddly
familiar. When asked about the FlowRider® at the Merton Hotel, he said: “I’ll be back.” Photos: South Wales Evening Post and Gallery Magazine, Jersey.
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(Above) The Burj al Arab is currently the tallest hotel in the world. The slope of its shoulder is strangely similar to the sloping shoulder of the FlowBarrel®
at the Jumeirah Beach Resort. Day or night, the wave and the hotel flow well together. (Below) Round round get around, professional surfing champion
of the world Kelly Slater got around in the traditional way when he visited Dubai to compete on the SWATCH Tour.

FLOWriders of arabia
Wild Wadi, Jumeirah Beach, Dubai, U.A.E
Dubai is so hot right now. This Emirate on
the shores of the Persian Gulf is making a
serious play to become one of the finance
and sporting centers of the world.
Dubai is an oasis of security, peace
and prosperity in a troubled world. To
visit Dubai is to feel like you are visiting
another planet, where wealth flows from
the ground and the construction projects
are out of this world.
When the people of Dubai need islands,
they build them: in the shapes of palm
trees, or the world. You really have to see
it to believe it.
Dubai is at sea level, at 25° south latitude,
but when the people of Dubai wanted to
go skiing and be home in time for dinner,
they built a self-contained, refrigerated ski
mountain in the middle of the desert.

Dubai is hot in other ways. The highest
temperature ever recorded there was
117°. Sometimes the ocean is too warm
for swimming. And the Wild Wadi Waterpark at Jumeirah Beach cools the 1.75
million gallons of water that flow through
their attractions, making the park one of
the coolest attractions in the Emirate.
Dubai hasn’t installed artificial swell
machines to wrap waves around those
artificial islands - yet - so when Dubai
locals and visitors feel the need to flow,
they go for the Wipeout and Riptide
FlowRider®s. All of this goes off in the
shadow of the Burj al Arab - the tallest
hotel in the world. Dubai is all about
going big, and the flowboarding there is
done in that spirit. Look for even bigger
things, coming soon.
www.wildwadi.com
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FLOREA
Korea, Japan and Saipan with
the Flowrider Mania Club
Introducing the Korean FlowRider® Club.
Since its founding in 2004, the FlowRider® Mania Club has climbed to 600
FlowRider® maniacs. Andy Yoon and
crew have established flowboarding as
Korea’s newest sport: “On January 23rd,
2008, our flowrider.co.kr website opened
up,” Yoon said. “and every day there are
photo shots, videos of how to flowboard,
and other information and news regarding FlowRider®.”
Currently, there are three FlowRider®s
installed in three aquaparks in Korea: At
Yong-in is Caribbean Bay which opened
as Korea's largest waterpark in 1996.
Its theme portrays Central America's
Caribbean, with a touch of Hispanic
atmosphere, which has become the most
popular waterpark among the Koreans.
The FlowRider® is installed outdoors, and
is open from the end of May to the middle
of September.
Only bodyboards can be used at this park,
but during the peak period, there are so
many people that the average waiting
time in the line is from 40 minutes to one
hour. This waterpark holds the #1 world
rank for the most number of visitors
every day: 23,000.

The Fantasion Resort waterpark will
be installing the double FlowRider®
indoors. One of the good points about
this waterpark is that both flowboard and
bodyboard can be used all season long
and of course this is great news for the
FlowRider® maniacs who have been
thirsty for more FlowRider®s.
This year, Caribbean Bay, under the
sponsorship of Saipan PIC, will be holding the second annual PIC Point Break
FlowRider® Competition. “It is a great
(R)
thing,” Andy Yoon said. “The first annual
event was such a success for everyone
involved. This year, many more FlowRider® Maniacs are bound to participate!”
For this second year of competition,
many of the staff of flowrider.co.kr will
be helping out with the competition and
it will be quite an important function for
the club: “Our community club's plan is
to one day open an “Asian FlowRider®
Competition” by gradually broadening our
activities into other Asian countries,” Yoon
said. “Hosting the ‘Asian FlowRider®
Competition’ is also one of the plans for
the Fantasion Resort in Young-ju.”
Check out their website at:

At Chun-ahn is Sang-lok Aquapia. This
park opened in 1998 and is enjoyed all
season round since the FlowRider® is
installed indoors. Only bodyboards are
allowed.
At Dae-chun is Legrand Fun Beach,
which opened in 2007. This is an indoor
waterpark, which has the newer model
FlowRider® for flowboards and bodyboards and is open from May to the end
of September.
Two more FlowRider®s are due to be
opened soon. One in Young-ju at Fantasion Resort which is speculated to open
this summer of 2008. And another one
in Jang-am – the Jang-am Waterpark
– which is to be opened some time in
2009.
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www.flowrider.co.kr.
www.pacificislandsclub.com
www.nagashima-onsen.co.jp
www.everland.com
www.jozankeiview.com
www.sangnokresort.co.kr
www.fun-beach.com

“

Flowing water is a Feng Shui symbol for wealth, but flowing water also means fun. (Above) Overview of the FlowRider® at Everland Caribbean Bay,
where the licorice lifejackets are edible. (Below right) When FlowRider® Maniacs go troppo, they go for the Pacific Islands Club on Saipan. (Below left)
The FlowRider® Maniacs throw Saipan shakas. (Opposite page bottom) V is for Very Pretty flowgirl. Stella Lotus in Saipan. (Opposite page middle) The
Flowin’ Korean: Andy Yoon in Saipan. (Opposite page above) Spectators at Everland Caribbean Bay. All photos: Andy Yoon.
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(Above) The $50 million Center for the Intrepid Army rehab facility at Fort Sam Houston, Texas installed a FlowRider®, for injured vets. When President
Bush came by in November 2007 to see those tax dollars at work, he gave it his thumb of approval. Photo courtesy Eric Draper/whitehouse.gov.
(Below) The Massanutten WaterPark in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley introduced “The Pipeline” FlowRider® in 2005. Their Junior Flow Crew is an eightweek program which educates kids 6 - 13 in the sport of flowboarding. (Bottom right) Overview of the FlowRider® at the Salomon Center in Ogden, Utah.

INDOOR/OUTDOOR USA
FLOWBOARDING ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Twenty-one out of 50 of the United States
have a FlowRider® or FlowBarrel® or
some other Wave Loch® sheet wave
attraction.
If you don’t live in one of those states,
you might want to consider moving.
Or, you might want to stay where you
are and hope for the best. The popularity
of flowboarding is spreading like a cool
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breeze across a world that is heating up
in more ways than one, and is looking for
ways to chill out.
If the present pace continues, it won’t be
long until someone builds a flow wave
in your neighborhood, and you can do
the tricks the surfers and skaters and
snowboarders and wakeboarders do, on
the wave sensation that is sweeping the
nation like a fun tsunmai.

(Above) In the summer of 2007, Raging Waters bought a FlowRider® Double from Wave House San Diego and installed it near the more traditional attractions. The FlowRider® has proven to be so popular, Raging Waters had to set up a wheel of fortune lottery to decide who gets to ride. Raging Waters
will be hosting an A-rated Flow Series event on June 28. (Below) Central Oregon is hot in the summer, snowy in the winter, so Mavericks Sunriver went
indoors with their FlowRider® Single. Mavericks will be hosting their first Flow Series event on July 5.
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(Above) The Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Waterpark opened in February of 2006 and provided the only waves in upstate New York. Great
Escape offers a stand-up flowboarding lesson program. For $50, guests get instruction, a souvenir photo, a certificate of completion and the pride of
getting it wired. Great Escape will host their A-rated Flow Series event on June 21. (Below) Wee doggies! Some of the local good old boys double up
on the FlowRider® Double in Collinsville, Illinois. They will be hosting the first event of the Flow Series on June 14, 2008.
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AUGUST 30TH:

AA-RATED FLOWSERIES CONTEST!
LAST EVENT BEFORE THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

SURF THE FLOWCONOS
In the summertime when the weather is hot, people sweltering in
New York City, Long Island, northern New Jersey and Philadelphia
are torn between two escapes: Head for the hills, or flee to the
sea. Both options are appealing, because the ocean is nice and
you can catch bluefish and go surfing, but the mountains are cool
too, because you can fish for trout and go surfing.
Surfing? In the mountains? Oh you betcha: The Flowconos.
Camelbeach is a summertime waterpark built at the base of
a wintertime ski and snowboard area, and it is the best of
both worlds for the steaming masses, yearning to beat the
heat. Camelbeach is a world class water park, 30 acres of the
biggest thrills nestled at the base of Camelback Mountain.
The park is surrounded by deciduous hardwoods, but every
summer, they put up 300 palm trees to bring a bit of the
tropics to the Poconos.

Camelbeach is a water wonderland, with every kind of H20
thrill you can imagine. The Checkered Flag Challenge is an
eight-lane waterslide that allows the whole family to race for
the bottom. The Triple Venom is a six-story speed slide built
into the side of the ski hill. The Vortex and Spin Cycle are bowl
slides which challenge riders to see how many revolutions
they can make before getting flung out. The Kahuna Lagoon
wave pool makes waves up to four feet and lets people body
Surf the Mountains, which is the Camelbeach motto.
Fun fun fun, but the people who come to Camelbeach have
an unquenchable thirst for fun and they demand the cutting
edge in waterpark rides. In 2006, Camelbeach installed
a FlowRider® Double, and it very quickly became one of
the most popular rides in the entire park. So popular, that
since 2006, Camelbeach has been one of the stops on the
summer Flow Series.

For the 2008 Flow Series, Camelbeach will be one of
three AA-rated events. On August 30, local competitors
and travelers from as far away as California will meet for
competition on the FlowRider® Double. The flowboarding
contest will be the centerpiece of a long weekend of music,
partying, mingling and adrenaline.
So when the dog days of August come around and you
are sweating bullets and making that ocean or mountain
decision: Head for the hills and check out the best
flowboarders in the world surfing the mountains.

For more information: check out www.camelbeach.com.
For more information on the 2008 Flow Series, check out
www.wavetheplanet.com.
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JACK ATTACK
When MTV’s TRL came to Wave House® San Diego in the summer of 2006, Jack Black was cruising the Mission Beach boardwalk on his cruiser chopped cycle,
and came in to make a grand entrance and say ‘Whatsup?!?!?’
Jack Black is so hot right now and he chose to cool off by having a go on the FlowBarrel® Bruticus Maximus. Like everything Jack Black does, he made it
funny, and took a pummeling that Nacho Libre would have appreciated. Frame grabs by Robert Campbell, from the MTV Summer Sizzle show.

T H I S M A G A Z I N E WA S P R O D U C E D B Y WAV E L O C H A N D WAV E H O U S E ® S A N D I E G O . S P E C I A L T H A N K S T O A . S . A , R . C . I , B O B D A N E K ,
A N D Y Y O O N , A L I C I A C A R U A N A , T O M K R U G E R , P H I L H O G S T E N , S U S A N S I LV E I R A A N D A L L T H E U N N A M E D P H O T O G R A P H E R S .
WAV E L O C H , I N C . , 2 1 0 W E S T B O U R N E S T R E E T, L A J O L L A , C A 9 0 2 3 7 .
S A L E S : F L O W R I D E R S A L E S @ WAV E L O C H . C O M W E B S I T E : W W W. WAV E L O C H . C O M F L O W S E R I E S W W W. WAV E T H E P L A N E T. C O M
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